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This accessory is extremely temperamental. I wish there could be one set of step-by-step instructions on 
how to setup and adjust but a set of instructions that works well for one unit, will not work equally as 
well for another. At best, a set of instructions can only be used as a guide because it will take patience, 
perseverance, and one's own temperament to keep fine tuning the adjustments to make your culvert 
accessory operate as originally intended. For example, Greenberg's manual says the loader spring should 
be stretched to 5/8" but it actually may have to be stretched a 1/16” or 1/8" more or less for your 
particular unit to get the right tension. Greenberg also says the unloader conveyor line should be 43 
1/2". But a previous poster said 41 ½” is best and I agree with him that the shorter length works better. 
In fact, to prevent the line from getting too loose which then could start to twist, one may need to fine 
tune that length so that when the belt assembly (ribbon) pin reaches the high point of the pivot drum, 
the magnetic hoist is touching the culvert. And even at that point, the line may then be too short for the 
belt assembly pin to rotate around the pulley drum without binding --- so, a bit longer length of line will 
be needed. 

I spent countless hours fine tuning my loader/unloader over the course of two weeks. The end result? It 
works "nearly" flawless --- I can run 50 culverts through my setup and have 1 mishap. Is this all worth it? 
Absolutely! I think the narrative description of the culvert loader on the Tandem-Sssociates.com site 
says it best: "This accessory is somewhat finicky to adjust, but once this is accomplished its operation is 
impressive." 

So, below is my set of instructions; hope at least some of the tips may help others. 

Notes/Adjustments for both 342/345 Culvert System: 

• Cleaning: remove drive pulleys and gears and clean shafts and inside of axle holes. Lubrication is not 
necessary; if anything, use dry graphite. 

• Drive Line: replace drive lines with new braided nylon line (345-80). Roughen the drive pulleys with 
sandpaper. Doing so will help better grip the line from a pulley worn smooth through years of usage. 

• Eyelet: one can cut the end of an existing eyelet w/ a Dremel and reuse to hold the drive line; 
otherwise, order a couple extra eyelets (342-129) when you order the new braided nylon line. If 
careful, only slightly crimp the eyelet to allow adjusting the string by using a pair of pliers and prying 
against the eyelet to pull the string either way. 

• Noise: little one can do about the noise made by the vibrator motor. I wrapped black electrical tape 
around the tabs of the metal chassis assembly on the 345 before inserting it onto the base; did the 
same around the tabs on the housing platform. For the 342, I tightened the upright stanchions to 
the base by twisting the tabs underneath the base; also screwed bottom of ramp to plastic housing. 
Placed 1/8” packing foam under both bases and lightly screwed the bases to train table. 

• Final step: when everything seems OK, place a drop of superglue on the string knot at the spring on 
the 342, and the string knot on the belt assembly pin on the 345; firmly crimp the eyelets. 
 

Notes/Adjustments for 342 Culvert Loader: 

• Drive Spring: I still had some slippage (drive pully would slow down at one point in its cycle) so I 
replaced the tension spring (342-132 as listed in Greenberg); however, the new spring was much 



longer than original spring. When the new spring was stretched, it would rub against the drive pulley 
so I cut spring 342-132 in half and stretched it to about 5/8”. I later found out the vibrator motor 
tension spring to use is 342-118 although Greenburg does not list that spring for the loader. 

• When the conveyor picked up a culvert and started towards the car, I noticed the conveyor slowed 
and sometimes even stopped momentarily, then picked up again. The string tension seemed fine 
but I noticed two other areas that may cause this. First, the pin on the conveyor was slightly grooved 
(I assume from years of use from the sweep arm) and the sweep arm was snagging on the burrs so I 
filed the pin smooth. Second, the upper metal piece on the sweep arm pivot bracket, although level, 
seemed to hold the sweep arm too low. I slightly bent that metal piece up to raise the other end of 
the sweep arm so that it rides higher on the conveyor pin. Doing so helps prevent the sweep arm 
from disengaging from the conveyor pin. I found slightly bending this metal piece was more 
effective than trying to bend the sweep arm itself. 

• Culvert car: position car so that the culverts would drop in the highest point of the ramp. If needed, 
slightly bend the inner car ramp (the side closest to the loader) outwards to prevent culverts from 
catching the edge when loading. I also noticed a lot of side play in the trucks of the gondola car. By 
pushing the gondola car towards the platform (i.e., taking up the slack in the truck), the conveyor 
would drop the culverts w/o mishap. One can also futz with the conveyor to extend its travel over 
the gondola --- one poster mentioned bending the pivot stud towards the conveyor beam which 
would extend travel in both directions. I did not do that on mine. 

• Loader seems to work best at 12 volts. 
 

Notes/Adjustments for 345 Culvert Unloader: 

• Conveyor line: I initially used new braided nylon replacement line (345-80) but it seemed too thick 
and would bind where the conveyor lines criss cross at the first roller. It also was getting stuck in the 
magnetic hoist. Replaced with thinner, 8 lb. black braided spinning (fishing) line. 

• Drive line: Greenberg’s manual (p. 436) says line length is 6 ½” but that is not correct, more like 11”. 
Tie one end of string to spring, wrap around drive pully 1 ½ turns, and feed through crimp. Pull string 
until spring stretches to 5/8”; crimp end. 

• Hoist would not lower: I added weight by drilling a ¼” hole in hoist and inserted ¼” solid shelf pin cut 
to ¾” length. 

• Hoist would not raise completely w/ culvert: wrapped plumber’s tape (could use Thread Lock) 
around screw of counterweight and screwed it lightly against the front stanchion to provide the 
proper resistance to help the conveyor lift the culvert. 

• Twisted conveyor line: make sure the ribbon pin pivots freely so as not the twist the line. Adjust line 
so that when the belt assembly (ribbon) pin reaches the high point of the pivot drum, the magnetic 
hoist is touching the culvert (see introductory comments above). 

• Still having trouble with lines twisting? Glue a small L-shaped bracket about ¾” in front of the rear 
stanchion pulley; one leg of the L-bracket will separate the two lines and keep them separate. 

• Unloader seems to work best at 15-16 volts. 
 

 
 


